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Small spaces are the bane of practically any city-dweller’s existence. And
when you’re living in a minuscule apartment or home, �guring out how to
make the most of your square footage is essential. ankfully, inventive

In Phillip Thomas’ room at this year’s Kips Bay Decorator Show House the interior designer

makes use of various spatial tricks to enlarge the room.

interior designers and architects have long devised solutions—from paint  
nishes to light  xtures—for making small spaces feel big (or at least bigger). 
Phillip omas’s petite room at this year’s Kips Bay Decorator Showhouse is 
chock-full of small-space ideas. We caught up with the New York–based 
interior designer for his tips on living large in a tight spot.

Create a glossy ceiling. “With the right  nish, a ceiling can make a room feel 
bigger. At Kips Bay, we chose to use a decorative plaster
 nish that adds sheen. e  nish helps to move light around the space and create 
the illusion of height.”

Add glass. “Glass can also be a wonderful way of making a space feel larger. 
In our daybed nook at Kips Bay, we used laminated glass panels by Galaxy 
Glass, consisting of a layer of frosted mirror and of frosted clear glass with 
a metallic gauze interlining. e effect of the glass is to create the illusion of 
great depth in the space.”

Glass panels add dimension behind the daybed nook.



Cover the walls in pattern. “We upholstered the walls of our ‘Lady Lair’ in a 
beautiful cream fabric, which was then graffitied by Andrew Tedesco 
Studios. e layering of graffiti paint and the play of the sheens create the 
illusion of depth.”

Hang a statement light  xture. “Even if a space is small, a large light  xture 
can make a room feel larger and taller. At Kips Bay, we chose a monumental 
vintage Italian glass chandelier that is 54 inches in diameter but only nine 
inches in depth. e diameter of the chandelier helps to open up the space, 
while the depth is not oppressive. e glass also catches the light, drawing 
your line of sight up.”

Delineate different spaces. “While your space may be limited in square 
footage, the function of the space does not have to be limited. Create 
different zones to maximize use of the space. At Kips Bay, we created three 
zones within our space: a desk area, a small entertaining area, and a 
sleeping area.”




